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The Dielectric Properties of Some Alkali Halides

Abstract

by

JOHN JOSEPH FONTANELLA

The room temperature static dielectric constants and their

pressure and temperature derivatives for LiF, NaF, NaCI, NaBr,

KC£, and KBr are reported.  The static dielectric constants are

measured to an accuracy of 0.01% by the method of substitution.

The results are used to discuss the validity of the various

microscopic models of the static dielectric constant  of ionic

crystals.

First, second, and third order pressure derivatives are

measured to an estimated accuaracy of 0.2%, 2%, and 20%, and first

and second order temperature derivatives are determined with un-

certainties on the order of 0.3%  and 30% using highly refined

capacitance techniques.  The results are discussed in terms of the

temperature independent volume derivative of the Szigeti effective

charge and the volume independent temperature derivative of the

static dielectric constant.
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' INTRODUCTION

- I

The static dielectric constant (hereafter referred to as

SDC) and its variation with pressure and temperature contain im-

portant information toward answering the question,  Why is a solid?

The constant itself is a direct measure of the ability of electron-

nucleus, ion-ion, "free" electron, or polar configurations within

a solid to respond to an electric field.  A quantity of such funda-

mental importance has a great deal of theoretical use as might be

expected.  The SDC, Es, is one of the most commonly used fitting

parameters in the various shell models of ionic crystals.  The

resultant equations are then used to predict frequency-wave number

relations,  w(g), which can then be compared with the results from

the   scattering of thermal neutrons. The reverse process,   '%est

fitting"  of the thermal neutron data, also gives results which can

be discussed in conjunction with the SDC.  The characteristic con-

stants of other kinds of models such as the polarizability in the

Clausius-Mossotti solid, and the effective charge and compress-

ibility of the Szigeti crystal also require a value of the SDC for

their evaluation.  In addition, there have been quantum mechanical

calculations of the SDC which require comparison with experimental

data.

Similar importance is ascribed to the pressure and tempera-

ture variation of the SDC.  The effects on the SDC due to hydro-                 <·static compression reflect how electron-nucleus, ion-ion,  "free

electron", or polar systems respond  to a change in interatomic  dis-

1.
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tance.  The temperature derivatives contain information b6th on

analogous crystal size effects, and those that are intrinslcally

thermal. The latter are particularly 'important in that they give

a direct indication of the anharmonicity of the lattice.  An

accurate mapping of the SDC in the P-T plane, then, is of interest

to  anyone who studies solids.

Thus, it is surprising to learn from a review of the litera-

ture that though the SDC is one of the most important solid state

constants, it is one of the least well-determined.  A great deal

of discrepancy also exists for its pressure and temperature deriva-

tives.  This work resolves a portion of the discrepancies by

establishing numbers for the SDC and its pressure and temperature

derivatives of the crystals  Li F, NaF, NaCZ, NaBr, KCL, and KBR,

almost two orders of magnitude more accurately than any previously

reported.  For the first time, then, it is possible to closely

evaluate the electrical aspects of the various models of these

crystals.

This particular group of crystals was chosen in that it

exists as a set of isomorphic face-centered-cubic crystals which

makes it possible to correlate the dielectric properties with

cation and/or anion species.  Another desirable property of this

set of crystals is that there are only electron-nucleus and ion-

ion contributions to the SDC, which, in turn, may be separated

by including refractive index measurements.

1



THEORY

A.    The Static Dielectric Constant 'of Ionic Crystals

In describing the electrodynamics of systems which contain

dielectrics, a convenient approach is to introduce both bound and

free volume charge densities  p' and p.  The bound charge density

ls related to a macroscopic field variable through the equation:

V • P=-P'                                  (1)-

where P, the polarization vector, is the dipole moment per unit

volume.

Defining      5   to   be the macros copic field intensity, Gauss's

law for dielectrics is:

V    ·    E    =    4w (p +p')         .                                                                                    (2)

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), we have:

V •  (8 + 41rP) = 41rp                               (3)

and the displacement vector,  D,   is then defined  to  be:

D=E+41TP  .                             (4)
-                     -                                      -

The result is one of Maxwell's equations for systems containing

material media:

V·D= 41rp  .                              (5)
--

Finally, the dielectric constant for isotropic media is defined as

the ratio of the displacement vector to the electric field inten-

sity, and this is represented by the equation:

i                                      D=E E.                             (6)
- S-

-3-
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The constant of proportionality between the polarization vector and

the electric field intensity is called the electric susceptibility,

Xe, and thus, its defining equation is:

P = Xe E    .                                     (7)

From Eq.s (4), (6), and (7), it is seen that

Es =1+ 4ixe   .                          (8)

The above formalism describes the bulk dielectric properties

of isotropic solids completely.  It does not, however, give any

insight into the actual physical mechanisms involved in the inter-

action of solids with electromagnetic radiation.  A complete

microscopic picture, of course, is impossible, in that substances

generally contain extremely large numbers of atoms or molecules.

There are, however, several approximate methods for approaching

this problem.  A question common to all of these analyses is,

What field does an atom or molecule feel?  The best answer at the

present time was presented by Lorentzl over sixty years ago.  The

basic idea is to write the field at an atom's center,2  Eloc' as:

E    =E  +E  +E  +E                                   (9)-loc  -0  -1   -2  -3

where:

   = External electric field, from external charges,

lid = Depolarization field, from polarization charges on the

outer surfaces   of the specimen,

1.
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E2 = Lorentz cavity field, field from polarization charges

on the inside of a spherical cavity cut (as a'mathe-

matical fiction) out of the specimen with the refer-

ence atom as the center,

1-3   =   Field   of atoms inside the cavity.

The geometry of the samples studied in this work are thin
1.

disks, and the effective electrical configuration is essentially

that of a perfect parallel-plate capacitor.  The above concepts

apply to this problem as follows:  If in the absence of a dielectric,
there are surface charge densities,  f E'/4w on the plates, when

the dielectric is inserted, an added charge density,  f P, collects

on the respective plates, to neutralize the polarization charge

density, + P, induced at the surface of the dielectric.  Thus,

E +E = E' + 47TP - 47TP
0    1

(10)

which is the space average field of macroscopic theory.  Next, the

field due to the p61arization charges on the surface of the ficti-

2
tious spherical cavity is:

4Tr P

E2 = -r · (11)

Finally, the field due to the dipoles inside the fictitious cavity

is calculated, assliming that all the atoms are replaced by point

dipoles parallel to each other.  If the axis of the dipoles is

e
taken as the.z-axis, the field at the reference point caused by

Ij
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the other dipoles of moment  Pi at ri is:

'
22

Z ,1 1(3pizi - P.r.)

83 .   S          ·                    (12)
r.
1

For cubic symmetry:

222
X.          y.          Z.

 12=I-3-I+ (13)
1 r. 1 r. 1 r.
111

which implies that

E =0 (14)3

Thus

41,P

Eloc =E+ -r (ls)

which is known  as the Lorentz relation.     Over the years,   this

expression has received a great deal of attention.  Several differ-

ent approaches to obtaining the local field by simple classical

methods have all resulted in the Lorentz relation. 3 The same re-

sult has been obtained both by summing dipoles4-6 and statistical
7                8

mechanical calculations. Another author has pointed out that a

rigorous quantum mechanical derivation of the Lorentz local field

can be made by the use of a suitable canonical transformation.  In

addition, it has been shown that this value for the local field

9 10
gives the most consistent interpretation of refractivity '   and
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photoelasticity data.  Taking the Lorentz relation to give the
11

field at an atom, the first step can be made toward describing

the dielectric constant in microscopi  terms.  Let us define the

polarizability,  a, of the spherical section mentioned above by the

equation:

P=N a E (16)loc

where  N  is the number of such spheres per unit volume.  From

Eqs. (15) and (16) we see that:

P    Na
-                                                                (17)E - -   47IaN '1--3

From Eqs. (4) and (6) we know that:

E-1
P    S
E =   41 (18)

from  which we derive a macros copic Clausius-Mossotti formula:

E -1
s     47rNa

E-72 = -3                                        (19)
S

3It is to be emphasized, however, that Eq. (19) has no significance

from a molecular point of view.  In order to derive the analogous

molecular Clausius-Mossotti equation, the conditions that need to

be imposed are:

1.   Elastic displacement only,

2.   Absence of nondipolar (short-range) interactions

between molecules,
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3.   Isotropy of the polarizability of a molecule, and

4.   Isotropy of the arrangement of the molecules.

For low frequency vibrations of crystals conditions ·2 and 3 are

violated and, hence, no low frequency microscopic Clausius-Mossotti

formula will be written.

Writing the total polarizability as:

a=ai+ae (20)

where  a. and a . are the ionic, and electronic contributions to1      e

the polarizability of the sphere, a high frequency analog of

Eq. (19) can be written as:

2     4wN an -1       e
T= 3                                     (21)n +2

where  n  is the refractive index.  This expression is known as the

Lorentz-Lorenz equation.  In this case, however, all but condition 2

are closely followed, and, thus, a microscopic extension of

Eq. (21) can be written as:

2
n -1 4N
-r- =  -r N"[(a+)    +  (a-) 1 (22)
n +2 e a e a

where:

ae  =  N" I (ae) a  +   Cai) al (23)

and  N"   is the number of ion pairs per spherical volume, and

(ae)a and (ae)a  are the electronic polarizabilities of the positive

and negative ions respectively.  To treat the  SDC  microscopically,

then, it is necessary to go to a more sophisticated model.

The first lattice dynamical model of an advanced nature was -
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12                      rthe rigid ion model.  On the basis of this model, Born derived

the equation:

E  = n2 + (ze)2
N,

(24)s 2-E v M
t

where

z = valence,

+-
mm

, the reduced mass of the ions,+ -
m +m

v  = the characteristic infrared frequency, and

N  = number of ion pairs per unit volume.

The predictions from this equation are listed in Table I where they

are compared to an average of the 0.01% experimental results of

this work.  As seen there, the model is not as successful in de-          '

scribing dielectric properties as it is in determining cohesive

properties.  The reason was apparent to several authors, 13-16

including Born, himself, who noted that the effects of overlap of

the ions could have quite significant effects on electrical proper-

ties of ionic crystals.

.17.18
At this point, Szigeti

'

made an important contribution.

First, he modified  ·the Born equation   to   take into account   the   ef-

fect of the long range interation of transverse waves with the ions.

This was done using an idea of Lyddane, Sachs, and Teller. Then,
16

he    added a constant,    s, to indicate    the devi ation    of the predi ction

'> of the modified Born theory from the experimentally observed  SDC.

The equation the Sziegeti finally arrived at is:

1.
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TABLE I Room temperature (300'K) basic data and the results of its
application to the simple Born model compared to an average
of the experimental results of this work.

n2 [42] [43]
vt [44]

N'                           M [45]
(Es Born (e )

s Exp.

Units              x 10 /cm x 10 /sec x 10    gm
22   3        12            -24

Li F 1.926 6.1243 9.144 8.4384 8.342 9.0357

NaF 1.742 4.0183 7.390 17.2701 4.870 5.0720

NaC£ 2.329 2.2291 4.917 23.1541 5.253 5.8945
:FNaBr 2.60 1.8729 4.038 29.6405 5.446 6.3965

KC£ 2.173 1.6046 4.285 30.8707 4.252 4.8120

KBr 2.358 1.3910 3.444 43.5883 4.334 4.8740

e
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2 f,2+21 (sze) N'

2
2

Esin          + L3-J 2- (25)
A v  M

t

The quantity, s, then, is a measure of the effects of ion overlap

on the  SDC.  A rather physical way of understanding  s  is to

*
consider the quantity  se  to be an effective charge,  e .  This

is then thought of as the charge of a dipole which has the same dis-

placement as the induced dipole moment of th6 modified Born model,

and, which must describe the total effect of the "distortion"

dipole, and the modified Born dipole.

The introduction of this concept has stimulated a great deal

of theoretical work.  The first break through in the attempt to

account for the ion overlap effects on the  SDC  was made by Dick

19
and Overhauser.

They introduced a model in which ions are replaced by a

+
compact core and a shell containing n electrons for the positive

ion and  n-  electrons in the case of the negative ion.  The shell

represents the outer, electrons which, by virtue of their relatively

weak binding, account for a major portion of the electronic polariz-

ability.   The core ·consists of the nucleus and the remaining

electrons.  The core and the positive (negative) ion shell are

connected by a spring of constant  k (k-).  The original paper intro-

duced two mechanisms which could be important at the ion-ion contact

points.  The first is a mechanical repulsion between the two shells.

This is represented by a spring between the two shells which tends

to displace the shells relative to the cores.  The effects are

1
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opposite for the two types of ions, tending to add to the dipole

moment of the positive ion, and to subtract from the dipole

moment of the negative ion.  The other mechanism suggested is a

redistribution of charge at the contact points.  This is repre-

sented by adding a positive charge between the ions with a cor-

respondingly increased negative charge to preserve electrical

neutrality.  When the lattice is polarized, these charges become

skewed and contribute a dipole moment to the total picture.  This

added moment is known as exchange charge polarization, and the

model itself is known as the exchange charge model.

Mathematically depicting the above two effects, Dick and

Overhauser arrived   at the equation:

*         (r  -r+)B (Ro-4..)
(1     -    e--)     =             - 2p"ce

6R  F
0  n e-D   n-e+-·+4 i . 6'0 ii-. 1.}1-'

XTe  L  k.         k- J L
X  1 +    -11T l     k jJ

(26)

where  R   is the equilibrium nearest neighbor distance,  rt  are

the ionic radii,  XT  is the compressibility,  B and p"  are the

Born-Mayer parameters  B and  p, c is the Dick and Overhauser  y

which is an exchange charge weighting factor, and  -D/e  is equal

to the first term on the right hand side of the equation.

At about the same time, Hanlon and Lawson proposed a
20
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similar model which is essentially the exchange charge model with-

out the exchange charge.  This is what is generally known as the

shell model.  They arrived at the expression:

-2          2
*  fMR.{(a-) - (a+) }/n'eH e a ea

(1 -  -) = - 2                    2                    (27)
1 - fMQ.{(a-)  - (a ) }/n'eR e a e a

where  f  is a constant describing the difference between the

mechanical and electrical forces,n'is the average number  of

shell electrons, and,

2  - -1          n +2 M   M
-= + - + -                                  (28)

0    41 v  (Es+2)
k+   k-

Note that Eq. (27) is a function of the difference between the

polarizabilities of the positive and negative ions as would be ex-

pected for a model based on the first distortion mechanism discussed

in conjunction with the exchange charge model.                           '

21
Cowley has given the semiclassical shell model a quantum

mechanical foundation.  He used first order perturbation theory under

the  harmoni c, electrostatic and adiabatic approximations to derive                                         t

the equations governing the normal modes of vibration of a crystal

in which the atoms are polarizable.  He found that in the dipolar

approximation, the equations of motion are identical to those which

22      23
are obtained for the shell model. 'Sinha has recently arrived

at the same results from a slightly different quantum mechanical

approach.
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There is one other picture of ionic crystals which should be

mentioned.  Born and Huang developed a general formalism to take.
24

into account the distortion effects at the ion contact points by

introducing a "deformation" dipole moment m(r) associated with

each nearest-neighbor bond length,  r. They derived the equation

for the effective charge:

e  = le I + 2 dm(r)1     *m(Ro)
dr J      R                           

(29)
0

R
0

This was put on a practical basis by Hardy. Generalizing the
25,26

exchange charge expression of Dick and Overhauser to describe the
19                              1

distortion dipole, Hardy arrived at the equation:

e.               f,      2     Id.-d.1     1  fl_  - i  
(1 --) = 2A d r  -r - r R>e           -- +

d-     + 3  Lp

F Rol

x expl- Pr) (30)

where  A  is a constant in the overlap repulsion and  di  are dis-

posable parameters.
*

Finally, the quantum mechanical calculations of  e   by

Lundqvist and by Mitskevich and of the value of E for LiF by
27                 28

S

Yamashita29 and by Levin and Offenbacher, 30 should be mentioned as

practical examples of the continuing effort to place the theory of

dielectrics on a firm foundation.  Quite a body of less functional

literature has appeared toward this end, and some of the more im-

portant of these references are listed in Appendix I.
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B.   The Pressure and Temperature Derivatives of the SDC.

The temperature and pressure derivatives of the SDC that this

work determines for the given set of alkali halides are:

/3  \
1  /3£ \           (32£s           '3 E

1 /,E \
1 5 1    1           1 1  sl       i s i

r lap 1,· '  r 1-3-1 ·  Es t „3 ,1 '  ·t ( T t, , ands           s  ep. /T           T

/82£ '111 1  st
r  I F- j
s LaT /

P

These quantities are expressed in terms of experimentally determin-

able quantities· in Appendix II.

It is of theoretical interest to examine the associated

volumetric derivatives. The first step toward this   end    is  to

consider the function:

 s (V,T)

and its total differential:

<36 3 <BE  

d' s     =      leif T    d'     +      laTs v
'T. (31)

Then, the first order temperature derivative is seen to be:

/DE \ /3£ \ /3£ \
1

SI Sl ,  Sl
CaT-/P = vyp  (av T + (·ar/v '                   (32)

where

1 (3v \

Yp =.» (33)
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is the isobaric volume thermal expansion coefficient.

The first term in Eq.  (32) can be· evaluated using the thermo-

dynamic relation:

/36 \
i Sl = - ·L (3Es\ (34)

v    \gv    / T XT \3P 4

The second contribution can then be obtained via Eqs. (32) and (34)

or with the help of the function:

EsCp,T)

and its total differential:

/3£ \ /3£ '
dE = |sl dp + 1-3.  dT (35)

s   \ap /T
\3T

P

The volume independent derivative is then:

/36 \ /36 \ y '  /3€  \

1 __1 j       =    1 __11       +   -2   C _11 (36)\3T i £3T / XT \ap /T  '-V         P

where

1 /37) (37)XT  =  -  9  (a p h

is  the isothermal compressibility.

Analogous equations may be developed for the pressure

derivative, but the volume dependent and volume independent contribu-

tions may be evaluated directly from previously calculated quantities

using the thermodynamic relations:
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'3 E \
Sl XT   / 3 Es 1

lap-/v . Y; laT-/v (38)

and

/36 \ /3£ \
i SI Llsl

v  (av  J      yp    C 31'  /                                              (391

The curvature of the above quantitites is also of interest,

and the expressions as derived in Appendix III are:

1,2,$ j   11,2,511  . 1  (aks'I  <"P)
\IF-/  =laT2      XT tap 4 ('T jp

V ,   /P

/2 1
*  2yp   a Es   - 2yp (34\ 1'aes'I

 XT   PpaT      2   ,T jp (YF-4
XT

YP2 <3XT \ / aks j  702 /32Es  

- x 3 <,aF-4 (5Fl + - -2- 1--2      '           (40)
T              i   XT  \BP  1T

v, 1,2.,1
(32£  1
1 SI

2 -212   1
\3v  /T   XT  \3P  /

'T

/3£ ' \

  11Il- 1- 
L Is)      1
XT  \a p   4    1 x  2  r a p   4                   '                          (41)

LT
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1415)  =111,   1   11"T    0'2      + Yp  1 ap  #   CaT /P
3p  /      3pV

-

2XT /32£s'\   2XT /3XT '3€ S

'  72  <'=1    '  =  1·=),'=-),Y

2/2  /

- 11Il.1'22\  13's j  . XI_ It.£s Y P P Y3   (BT   / \TT-/
 2 <aT2  P    ,           (42)P

and

/2  \
/3 E \
1              S l 1   <32Es 
12    1   -      22  1--T-J
( av   /P    yp V   \3T   4

/3£ i

-  7  "'   r 2    Z  '  + 1      .              (43)

It is also of interest to evaluate the pressure and temperature

derivatives of the polarizability.  This is done by differentiating

the macroscopic Clausius-Mossotti relation given by  Eq.   (19).    The

first temperature derivative is:

(
/3 E    \

(Es- 1} (Es.2} <,Ts'Ip  =  .       (.31,  +.t.  (. Ta)'      .                               (44)

1.
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Noting that:

1 (aN'I
(45)

F \YT     - Yp

and using an expression for the polarizability analogous  to Eq.  (32) ,

we find three contributions to the 'temperature derivative of the

SDC on the basis of the Clausius-Mossotti equation:

/Be \1        i   s)    i f i (ae,\  * II£ t.laj  -Y
(Es-1)(ss+2) \Ti"/p = 513 \·sT/'v    a  \3vhr    1     '   (46)

the thermal and volumetric effects on the polarizability, and a

31
purely volumetric effect.  The various factors can be evaluated

with the help of the pressure derivative:

c.121.  l f- .  1 (11\ 7
Ces-1) (Es+2) \ap 4.   3  -1   a CapjT 

(47)

Using the thermodynamic relation:

1 /3a\ / aa\

- XT liP)T = V la·vjT (48)

and rearranging terms, we obtain:

CE,-1):22) :"T
:    :PT       70         < : .1'                , 111         .

1 S         =   _  __   /        P   I 2.2   - (49)

Comparing this with Eq. (46) we see that the three contributions

1.

can be separated.
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can be obtained by expanding Eq. (47) to read:

1     1$-1   1 F
/3£ \

.IfI t.liJ  .; 1 <aaj   .    (50)

(Es-1) (Es+2)   lap   ir  = 5  IT  -    a    (avjlp     a  ppjvj

In this case, the quantities in the parentheses may be determined

from:

/aa\ 1   gai

v   la.21    -   7;    (ar),                                                                                                     (511

and

(30) _ XT (aa\ (52)

l.iP/v - Yi  i'Fl  '

Also, the curvature of the volume dependent and independent terms

can be obtained from expressions analogous  to  Eqs.   (40)   -   (43)  by

substituting  a+Es  everywhere.  The second order derivatives

necessary for these calculations are:

i  l 320\ 1 51 (3YDj/ 2£ \

a IF51, = (Es- 1)(Es.2) li:IT7, ' WT'-1,

,  02    3(2£5+11       3
£  21  (aa)

+ 7 PT,,IP - (ES+2)2(g -1)2 (ar )P    ,        (53)
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                and

11,2,1        3     111 - 1%,1Ct  \ap2 )1 .   =  (es-1} (es+21  \3p2  /1.       I

1  (30\2 3(2£s+1)
/3£ \2

+ 2 \YPJT - (6 +2)2(Es-1)2  Fi --              (54)S

The above thermodynamic separations are of physical as well

as mathematical significance, and it is convenient to discuss the

microscopic theories in the same manner.

1.  The Volume Dependent Effect

Since the volume dependent effect is concerned with the

change of the SDC with a variation in interionic distance only, it

is  of  interest to determine the predictions  of the simple Born model.

Differentiating Eq. (24) with respect to volume, we obtain:

/3£ \
1 Si

1   <an2\                            2

v\W.7'r = - liI: 'SF-4 -  (1 -2YTO) (Es
-n )                 (55)

where

/3 V     \
v I  tl

YTO   =   -vt   (av i (56)
'T

is the Gruneisen parameter of the long wavelength transverse optical

mode.  As seen in Tables II and XIX, the predictions of this model

are fairly good considering its simplicity.  From our discussion of

the  SDC  itself, however, we would expect that this formulation is
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TABLE II. Pressure and temperature variation of optical and infrared properties of
ionic crystals.

Li F NaF NaCt NaBr KCE KBr

[50] [50] [52] [52] [s 1] [51]
y 2.15 2.40 [52] 2.10 1.25 2.68 2.71TO

1

(3nl -12 cm 1
21 [53] [53] [53] [54] [53] [53]1-1 10 -, .1980 .2722 1.170 1.571 1.816 2.438lap-j          dy 

T,

(3 E   1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ,5N
v  av  T= RHS Eq. (55) 23.10 12.32 10.53 4.71 10.59 10.05

Born

 an  (10-5/°K) [55]
laTJ 

-1.6 -2.2 -3.7 -4.1 -3.6 -4.0

fanlv
lavjf

-.1289 -.1257 -. 2765 -.3064 -.3115 -. 3566

(3nl -5/ok)
LTFJ

(10 -.269 -.952 -.361 -.193 -.114 -.204'
V
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inadequate in two respects.  First, the long range interaction

between the transverse waves and the ions is neglected, an,d second,

the short range effects of overlap are omitted.

The next step, then, is to incorporate the former, and

evaluate the effects of latter using the Szigeti relation, Eq. (25).

Differentiating this equation we obtain:

'. * 3£ \ /  2\
v   ae       1     1

7  l,v-)T= - 2XT i (,  -n,)   ,  (if-1  -  l*-1L s

(an )
- (n ,2) ( i;ijT + XT(2YTO-1).                (57)

*
The quantity  ·(ae /3v)T is rather interesting physically in that

it would be expected to be positive since the effects of overlap

should be accentuated as the ions impinge on one another.

32
Fuchs has evaluated this term on the basis of the model of

19Dick and Overhauser, arriving at the expression:

*.
,           1  -   5)0v (ae _  O \p" e,

7 \Tr)T -    3p" / R                         '                   (58)
l- -- 4)  1 +DiP"                   e /

This quantity can also be evaluated on the basis of the deformation

25-26                28
dipole models of Hardy

' and Mitskevich. This was done by

33
Barron who arrived at the equation:
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*

*0       1
e       F           2   · 7v  'ae 1 -TJ

7 Fi'T=o   e.*  1  - CEL-21-f

(59)

e

where  E = Ro/p" for Hardy and  E was calculated quantum mechan-

ically by Mitskevich.

34
In addition, Yamashita has made a purely quantum mechanical

calculation of this effect.

2.   The Volume Independent Effect

A procedure analogous to the above aannot fruitfully be

carried out because the data necessary for determining  (36s/3T)v

on the basis of the models considered thus far has not been determined

very accurately.  This is particularly disappointing in that it would

be interesting to determine how well the quasi-harmonic approximation,

which is intrinsic to all  of the above models, can account for pure-

ly thermal effects on the SDC.  Some light can be shed on this issue,

though , by developing a formalism to evaluate anharmonic effects

explicitly.

3S
Frank was the first to show that anharmonic potentials could

produce a purely temperature effect on the polarizability. Several

36
years later, Slater developed a quantitative theory which included

a small fourth order contribution to the parabolic potential energy.

His potential was of the form:

V(x) = Ax2 + Bx4 - eEx. (60)

This theory fails in that for all physically reasonable cases, it

1.

predicts a negative value for  (aes/aT)v, and as will be seen, this
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D
term is positive for most of the alkali halides.

32
Looking elsewhere for the soltition, Fuchs include4 higher

order terms in the expansion of the dipole moment by consid6ring

the dipole moment:

* 3
u=e x+c x (61)

which requires' the modified form of the potential energy:

2 4*  3V(X) = Ax  + Bx  - e Ex - cEx . (62)

He   found that the additional  term also gives a negative contribution

to  (3 Es/3T)v.  Thus, as might be expected, a more complete descrip-

tion   of the relevant lattice dynami cs is required. The necessary   for-
37.38malism has been supplied by Szigeti. '

He writes the dipole

moment up to third order in the normal coordinates, Q, as

M=   a   Q      +   I      B. .    Q.Q.    +      I      y. . , Q.Q.Q,- (63)00 1]  1 ] l]K  l J A
ij            ijk

where  a . B.. and y are constants. He also writes the lattice              
0. lj' ijk

potential energy to fourth order with constants b and c
kjk ijkt as:

l r  2 2    r
w   =24   wiQi   +      L   b. .       Q.Q.Q k   +       I c (64)

1 ijk ijk£
1]k  1 J ijkz QiQjQkQL .

Writing the Hamiltonian and applying perturbation theory, Szigeti

· arrived  at:

1.
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6                 -     2     0
' «r o oij

4402                      .2a b
E -n =-+-2. B.. -
S                          1J       2VW V  ij           w0 0-                           3

-

1 + nitfi.   fi.-fi.1x  1          J+J  il
2(0.w. W. + ll) . W.-CO. 1l l-l J 1  Jj

84 ao r a c fi.+40 00ii   1
 V   -r  j      Yoii   -            2 - (65)

w 1   W  wi0 0

where

-1

ni =  Mwi/kT-1                                 (
66)

e

It is seen that the first term

2
41T a

0n E -2                                      (67)
VW

0

is the harmonic contribution to the ionic dielectric constant, and

the remainder of the terms describe the effects of the anharmoni-

32cities. Fuchs points out the relationship between y and c
Oii

of Eq. (61), and between  c  .. and B  of Eq. (62).  The last term0011

in Eq. (65) then corresponds to the more classical result of

Eqs. (61) and (62).  He goes on to show that this term correspond-

ingly gives a negative contribution   to      (3 gs/BT )v   in   that  y    . . <0011

and c  ..20, and  fii increases with temperature.0011

1.
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The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (65), however,

has no analogy in the classical formulation because it contains

third order anharm6nic potential constants  b ..  and second-order
01J

dipole-moment constants  B...  Looking closely at the coefficient,
1J

we see that this term contributes significantly when there is a

large difference in frequencies.  Under these conditions, it is

seen that it also has a positive temperature coefficient, and thus

the whole term contributes positively to  (3es/BT)v.  Hence, it is

the interaction between the acoustical and optical modes which

gives the positive volume independent temperature coefficient ob-

served in most of the alkali halides.

In addition, Fuchs shows that:

2 = (ES+2)                                    (68)W
0

' which means that the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (65)

increases  as  the SDC increases.     It  is thus possible  that  this

term could overtake the positive contribution to  (3 Es/BT)v  at a

high enough value of the  SDC.  Unfortunately, nothing more than a

qualitative picture of this equation exists at the present time.

All is not lost, however, in that Szigeti has shown how
39

to evaluate the anharmonic contribution to the SDC itself from

this formalism.  First, he writes Eq. (65) in the form:

2e  -n =n+G (69)S

              where n was defined in Eq. (67).  G, then, represents the lowest
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order anharmonic contribution to the ionic dielectric constant. He

then writes  Eq.  (66)  in  the high temperature limit  as:

-    kT    1

ni -../wi- - 2

(70)

Substituting Eq. (70) into (65), he writes:

G = HT (71)

where:

.2ab4** r o oij      1
H  =    V     .   Bij   -            2                     -2

wo ,  Cwiwj)

'                         ..
8*ha a c

+ or 0 00ii   1
2  4  Yoii

-
2               '2                                 ·                                                        (72)VW.  1

1                wo  ,1

Looking over the various contributions to Eq. (72) Szigeti argues

that  n  is a unique function of a carefully defined volume,  V, H

is a constant, and  G  is effectively a unique function of  T.  He

-  then arrives at the relation:

Ii"st   ./,"2, -1G=T'

1. T tv - taT.7.-1'           (73)
Eq. (73) then gives the anharmonic contribution,  G, to the lattice

contribution of the  SDC, the relative importance of which gives a

rather good indication of the applicability of the quasi-harmonic

approximation to our problem.

1.
£.1



EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A.   The Static Dielectric Constant

The details of the determination of the  SDC  of the chosen

alkali halides are given in References 74, 75, and 76.

B.   The Pressure and Temperature Derivatives of the SDC

1.   Samples

In this segment of the research, it is desirable to have

electrodes in direct contact with the samples.  No geometrical

measurements are required in that only relative changes in capaci-

tance are determined, and, thus, the only ambiguities which arise

from plated electrodes for this phase of the research are those

40associated with the electrode-crystal interface or electrode-

41
crystal interactions. Uncertainties related to the former problem

can be reduced greatly by evaporating metal electrodes onto the

surface of the sample, and those associated with the latter by us-

ing gold as the metal. The samples investigated were some of those

described in Reference 75.  The gold evaporations were done in a

manner similar to the aluminum evaporations described in Reference

77. The differences are that in this case, the samples were out-

gassed at 180'C instead of 1500C, and some films were made approxi-
0 0

mately 200OA  thick and others 200A.

2.   Pressure Derivatives

A block diagram of the apparatus used to measure the room
-29-
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temperature (308'K) pressure derivatives of the  SDC  is shown in

Figure 1.  The Vascomax 300 maraging steel pressure bomb is the

vessel referred to in Reference 77.  4 cross section of the bomb is

shown in Figure 2. In this part of the experiment it was used

simultaneously as a 0.01% pressure gage and pressure vessel by using

one sample space for a  CaF2  pressure standard, and the remaining

three for samples. The trans former ratio arm bridge which  was

mentioned in Reference 77 was used to monitor the capacitance changes

of the  CaF2  pressure standard.  The temperature of the bomb was

controlled to within 0.0005 Co during the period of a run by means

of a feedback temperature controller.  Further details of the pres-

sure vessel,  transformer ratio arm brige , and  temperature con-

troller will be forthcoming shortly in a Case Western Reserve

University doctoral dissertation by Carl Andeen.  The General Radio

Type 1620-A capacitance measuring assembly which was used to meas-
7ure the capacitance changes of the samples to one part in 10  is

described in detail in References 74, 75, and 76. The pressure was

generated by an Amnico 0-40,000 psi pump of standard piston-ball

check design, and the pressure fluid used was Simplex projector oil

which is a highly refined petroleum oil.

3.   Temperature Derivatives

Zero pressure temperature derivatives of capacitance were

obtained using the apparatus   depi cted  in the block diagram   in

Figure 3.  Low temperatures were achieved in a Cryogenics Associates,

Inc. CT-14 temperature dewar, and the temperature was controlled

*
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BOMB

TEMPERATURE

CONTROL

1 L

TRANSFORMER MARAGING GENERAL RADIO

RATIO STEEL TYPE 1620-A

ARM PRESSURE CAPACITANCE

BRIDGE BOMB ASSEMBLY

1

AMINCO

0 - 40,000 PSI

PUMP

FIGURE 1.  Block Diagram of the Apparatus used for the
Measurement of the Roam Temperature (308'K)
Pressure Derivatives of the SDC.

1.
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FIGURE 2. Maraging Steel Bomb and Associated Parts.

a)  BNC Connectors g)  Sample
b)  Maraging Steel Collar i)  Brass Can
c) 0=Ring ,j)  Glass-encapsulated Thermistor
c)  Beryllium Copper Armor Ring k)  Heating Resistor
e)  Aluminum Jacket 1)  Maraging Steel Closure Plug
f)  High Pressure Electrical

Lead Through

1.
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CRYOGENICS
ASSOCIATES

CT - 14
TEMPERATURE

DEWAR

BERYLLIUM
.

GENERAL RADIO COPPER BOMB, BOMB
TYPE 1620-A TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE
CAPACiTANCE SHIELDING, AND CONTROL

ASSEMBLY VACUUM

ENCLOSURE

27 HERTZ
VACUUM

RESISTANCE
PUMP

BRIDGE                                                                      "

FIGURE 3. Block Diagram of the Apparatus Used for the Measure-
ment of the Zero Pressure Temperature Derivatives of
the-SDC.

)
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using feedback concepts.  The sample holder was made of beryllium

copper, and is of similar design to the maraging steel bomb described

above.  Temperatures were determined by measuring the resistance of

a platinum resistance thermometer, using the 27 Hz bridge mentioned

in References 75 and 76 and are thought to be accurate to within

fO.1 C'.  Further details of this apparatus will also be given in

the forthcoming thesis by Andeen.  Again, the capacitance changes

were measured to one part in 107 using the General Radio Type 1620-A

capacitance measuring assembly.
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RESULTS

A.   The Static Dielectric Constant

The results for the  SDC  of the chosen alkali halides are

listed and discussed from an experimental point of view in

Reference 75.

B.   The Pressure Derivatives of the SDC

1.   Raw data

Typical pressure versus capacitance data is shown in

Figure 4.  The numbers for each pressure run were fitted to a cubic

equation of the form:

C/Co =1- Alp + A2p2 + A3p   ,                    (74)

where C is the zero pressure, 308'K capacitance, by the method
0

of least squares using a Univac 1108 computer.  The results are

listed in Table III.  The estimated experimental uncertainties

associated with  Al' A2' and A3  are 0.1%, 1%, and 10%, respectively,

for NaCE, and KCZ.  The linear term for  Li F and NaF  is correct to

about 0.1% also, but, due to the rather small magnitude of the

quadratic and cubic terms, their experimental uncertainties are

about 3% and 30% respectively.  Due to the softness and more hygro-

scopic nature of  KBr and NaBr, additional ambiguities place the

uncertainty on  Al' A2' and A3  for these crystals at about 0.2%,

2%, and 20% respectively.  Comments similar to those made for the

-35
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FIGURE 4. Plot of Pressure Versis Capacitance Change for the
Alkali Halides.
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TABLE III Coefficients in the equation:  C/Co =1- Alp + A2p2 - A3P
3

where  p  is in units of  dynes/cm2.

Al          A2          A3

. Units Identif-       SDC         10-12 cm2    10-22 cm2
-33 cm2

ication                          dy -3 7 -"29
10

LiF
II (H) 9.0357 5.591 0.477 0.44

IV (0) 9.0357 5.603 0.482 0.18

NaF I (H) 5.0722 6.121 0.698 0.93

V (0) 5.0719 6.118 0.677 0.15

VIII (0) 5.8954 11.802 2.772 5.96
 1

NaCk III (H) 5.8952 11.798 2.798 6.58

IX (0) 5.8952 11.793- 2.771 6.10

VIII (H) 5.8944 11.791 2.774 6.12

I (H) 6.3972 14.401 4.190 10.29
NaBr

III (0) 6.3966 14.424 4.858 21.15



TABLE III -- Continued

A           A           A
1                 2                 3

I denti f- - 12 cm2 -22 cm2 -33 cm2
Units SDC 10 10 10    -

ication                          dy           dy           dy

XI (0) 4.8126 12.937 3.887 7.49

IV (H) 4.8115 12.985 4.156 12.15KCE
III (H) 4.8113 12.927 3.939 9.22

VI (0) 4.8179 13.001 4.165 13.97

FVII (0) 4.8762 14.776 5.580 22.07

KBr I (H) 4.8738 14.722 5.513 18.57

VIII (0) 4.8758 14.802 5.788 22.73
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SDC related to the effects of random trace impurities can be made

for the pressure derivatives.  Even though the SDC of LiF and NaF

from the two sources, the Harshaw Chemical Co. and Optovac, Inc.,

were very uniform, the losses were not, being 40 and 87 for Harshaw

and Optovac Li F and 35 and 40 for H and 0 NaF, respectively.  The

variation of the pressure derivatives of the SDC are directly cor-

related with the trends in the loss for the two samples.

In the case of  KC£, the largest pressure derivative occurs

for the sample with the greatest value of the  SDC.  KC£ samples

XI  and III show a corresponding decrease of pressure derivative

with SDC, but sample IV does not fit into the scheme.  For KBr, the

two samples with the largest SDC also show the largest pressure

derivatives, but the results for NaBr seem to be opposite, however,

this is based on only two samples.  In addition, it is noted that

the most uniform values of the pressure derivatives were obtained

for NaC£ which were correspondingly the most uniform samples taking

both SDC and loss into account.

The effects of electrode thickness on the pressure derivatives

were investigated by making the films on NaC£ sample VIII about
0 0

200A thick while all of the others were approximately 200OA thick.

The effects appear to be negligible at the level of the current

investigation.

The coefficients listed in Table III were averaged, and the

zero pressure derivatives of the capacitance obtained from:

1  /ff) = -A (75a)
Co \3p T. 1,
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6                        1  3,
/2 
1- 1     = 2A2 (75b)

Co \3p24
and

1_12Sj - -6  (75 c)
co lap °4    3

The results .of these calculations are listed in Table IV.

2.   Data Reduction

The basic data necessary for transforming the pressure deri-

vatives of capacitance to the pressure derivatives of the SDC are

listed in Table V.  The isothermal compressibilities of all samples

except LiF are the temperature corrected average of the values

tabulated by Roberts and Smith and by Leibfreid and Ludwig.
59                              60

The value of  XT fdr Li F is a temperature corrected average of the

values given by Miller and Smith and by Leibfried and Ludwig.
61                             60

The values for the first isothermal pressure derivatives are obtained

from the references given in Table V.  The expression for the second

isothermal pressure derivative in terms of the isothermal bulk

modulus,

BT " -v <32.j  = L (76)
(3 v /T           XT

is

<32%'1   :,  ef- - 5 8,1                 '771l,P2  4 = ..1

The quantities on the right hand side of Eq. (77) have been evaluated

for AgBr for which it is found that the second term is 10% of the
64

first.  In measurements of the pressure derivatives of the elastic

6
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TABLE IV Zero pressure logarithmic pressure deritatives
of the capacitance of the chosen alkali halides.

1 1,(i         1-14]       1 'c
3

colapJ
ol,p  

C    3
T,p=0 oap /

T,p=o T,p=0

2 1 21 1 21
'2 ,3

-12 cm -22 Icm -33 Icm IUnits 10 -3F 10 l--3  10 rayJ
LiF - 5.597 0.959 -  1.86

NaF - 6.120 1.375 -  3.26

NaCE -11..798 5.558 - 37.12

NaBr -14.413 9.048 - 94.31

KCZ -12.950 7.988 - 57.72

KBr -14.767 11.253 -126.75

6
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TABLE -r V. Basic data used in the reduction of room temperature (3080K) pressure and

temperature derivatives

Quantity LiF NaF NaC£Units NaBr KCE KBr

XT

1.5359. 2.1656 4.2308 5.1269 5.8302 6.83672
-12 cm10 -

dy

(3 XT/3T)p
.90.74 1.2396 3.0549 3.3700 4.2411 4.6334        <f2

-15 cm
10

dy("K)

(eXT/3P)T [59] [57] [58] [59] [58] [59]                   1

241 cmf 21210 1 -11.53 -25.23 -99.68 -137.6 -183.1 -255.4Ldy)

Y
P

-5 10.35 9.925 12.075 12.75 11.19 11.7910  /0K

(ay /3T)
P P 1.47 1.23 .796           .6 ·571 .6492
10-7/0K
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TABLE V'- Continued
-- -

Quantity NaBr KBrLi F NaF NaC£ KC£
Units

(82%/ap2)T
173 588 4697 7386 11500 19100

10-,61=21,Ldy

0
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constants, it is found that the curvature of the transit time as

a function of pressure is much less in the alkali halides than for

AgBr and, thus, the approximation is made that:

/2\ /   \2

1,   X                             1
,»T\2 2    'XT- = Lj-

1 ,P24
4     l   "    fT                     4   1 ii;  1                                                (78)

and the results are listed in Table V.

The pressure derivatives were calculated using the data of

Table V and the equations of Appendix II and listed in Table VI.

The results are to be compared with the values of previous workers

which are listed in Table VII.  It is noted that the capacitance

65
derivatives in every case agree well with the work of Jones.

The dielectric constant derivatives do not agree well, however,

implying that there is a difference in the basic data used to

reduce the capacitance numbers. It appears, then, that choice

of support data is in part responsible for the differences between

our numbers and those in the literature. Another difference in-

herent in our data is the use of higher order terms to describe

the variation of capacitance, and, hence, the SDC with pressure.

The first derivative at zero pressure obtained in this manner

would certainly be higher than for a smoothed linear fit to all of

the data.  The agreement with Jones, who was the only other worker

to,report curvature in this manner; tends to substantiate this

hypothesis.

1.
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TABLE VI. Pressure Derivatives of the SDC of Some Alkali Halides.

1

121
lan  1           1                         1 s l 1_ l-sl ; Sl1,3,11

fae \ , 2\
/32Es\

/32£ / /33£ \ (336  j

r  i IP-/ T ap    T Frh r 1-rS                       S lan 1 127T     Es 1,-3 1
   3 Tj r  ,T

k       IT.

/ 2\ / 2\ / 2\ / 2\ / 2\ , 27 / 2\
2

-12 cm I -121 cm 1 -12/cm 1 -241 cm 1 -241 m 1 -36fcm I -361 cm IUnits 10 -1 10 1----1     10                         10                         10       1- 1        10\Ily / Lay / (dy-jl \F j \dy / (dy  10 gy-/

Li F - 5.085 -45.95 0.550 86.6 782.7 - 1612 - 14560

NaF - 5.398 -27.38 0.718 120.8 612.7 - 2634 - 13400        '
24

NaC£ -10.388 -61.23 3.571 491.3 2895.8 - 32200 -190000

NaBr -12.704 -81.26 5.066 812.6 5197.5 - 85600 -547000

KC£ -11.006 -52.96 5.354 691.2 3326.0 - 47400 -228000

KBr -12.488 -60.87 7.487 978.1 4767.2 -110000 -534000
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TABLE VII.  Literature Values of the Pressure Derivatives of the SDC.

[65] [65] [65] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69]/2  \/2\ /3€ \

1    18   Es  
/3 e \ /3 E \ /3£ \ /3 6    \1 /3(\ 1  /3 c 1 1 sl 1< si 1 C sl 1 C s\ 1< slCocap, Cl-2  s C'P. /  r'2T       0  Bp  T T            s  \3P T Es \ap    lT          es  Cap   /T          €s Cap   )T          Es \3p    T

12/cm2\ -22 62\2 . 2, / 2, 2

Units 10   ldF-11 10   lay   10-12(2_  10-24(ccm   10-12  2  10-12  ym2) 10-12 dcym2  10-12 dcm- 

Li F - 5.42 .924 - 4.93 46. - 3.8 -4.23 - 3.4 - 4.48

NaF - 5.97 .84 - 5.06 70. - 5.3
(250C) (250C) (250C)

NaC£ -11.51 4.0 -10.3 330. - 9.2 -9.24 - 9.80 - 9.80

NaBr -14.27 6.64 -12.6 584. -11.9

KCZ -12.69 5.81 -10.69 498. -10.0 -9.92 -10.1 -10.5

KBr -14.20 7.2 -11.92 604. -11.5 -9.91 -13.4 -11.7

L
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C.  The Temperature Derivatives of the SDC

1.  Raw Data

Temperature versus capacitance data for LiF and NaBr is

plotted in Figure S.  All of the rest of the samples generated

curves  whi ch fit between these bounds.      As   seen in Figure   5,   data

was taken from 80'K to room temperature.  All of the data for an

individual sample did not lend itself well to a power series fit,

and, thus, only the data from 200-300'K was fitted to the

equation:

2

C/Co =1+ Bl (T-To) + 82(T-To) (79)

where T  = 308'K and T is the absolute temperature.  It is to be

emphasized that this power series has no significance very far

beyond the region 200-300'K.  The coefficients Bl and 82 for each

sample are listed in Table VIII.  The temperature data was fitted.

only to a second order polynomial because the accuracy of the

temperature values was not sufficient to predict reliable third ,

order coefficients.  The experimental uncertainty is approximately

0.2% for Bl and about 20% for 82.  The 308'K temperature der-

ivatives were then- obtained from the equation:

1        1,0'1

Co 'Fl     1
=B (80a)

r   i P=OO
T= 30 8   K

and
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C/CO
1.000 -

.99 -

.98. -

.97 -

.96 -
Li F

.95 -
Na Br

.94 -

.9300 -

.92500          1          1    
      1100 200 300

T (°K)

FIGURE 5. Plot of Temperature Versus Capacitance Change for
the Alkali Halides.
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TABLE-VIII. The Coefficients in the Equation: E< =1+ Bl(T-To) + 82(T-To)2

0

and the Related Temperature Derivatives of the Capacitance.

Identification    B          B        1 (aC 
t- (4)1                         2                 Co  \FT'/ P o \ AT  I1 'P

Units 10-5/0K  10-7/(0K)2 10-5/0K 10-7/( K)
2

LiF II (H) 30.41 0.79 30.41 1.59

NaF I (H) 31.56 1.31 31.56 2.61                       'ft

NaC£ VIII (0) Table 35.62 1.41 35.62 2.82
II                   -

NaBr 2.87
I I (H) 37.03 1.43 37.03
I 37.03 1.44

KCZ IV (H) 33.21 1.60 33.21 3.20

KBr IV (H) 33.75 1.63 33.75 3.26



\

-SO-

1     1 32£   = 282
C 1-21 (8Ob)

0 ( T 1 P=O

T=308'K

The values of these derivatives are also listed in Table VIII.

2.  Data Reduction

The data necessary for the transformation of capacitance

to SDC temperature derivatives are given in Table V.  The thermal

expansion coefficients and their temperature derivatives were ob-

tained from graphical analyses of the numbers given by James and

Yates, Henglein, and Yates and Panter.
57         62                     63

The p=O, 308'K temperature derivatives of the SDC were

calculated using the data from Tables V and VIII and the equations

of Appendix II.  The results are listed in Table IX.  Values from

the literature are listed in Table X. It is seen that the results

of this work compare well with the most recent results, those of
.

66Lowndes and Martin.
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TABLE IX. Temperature Derivatives of the Dielectric Constants of
Some Alkali Halides.

/2 \ /2 \
/BE / /3€ \ , 21 /3 E / la E /li-51 1 Sl lan j 1 1  sl     i  st

E \3T ) \3T j \Fi- il r  Irr I 1 T-2    1

S       P            .P             'P       S\ T   /          \ T
'P           'P

Units 10-5/0K 10-5/0K ·   10-5/ K 10-7/(0K)2 10-7/( K) 2

Li F 26.96 243.6 - 4.44 0.90 8.1

NaF 28.25 143.3 - 5.81 2.00 10.2                          '
trI
*.

NaCZ 31.59 186.2 -11.29 2.28 13.5

NaBr 32.78 209.7 -13.22 2.38 15.2

KCE 29.48 141.8 -10.67 2.77 13.4

KBr 29.82 145.3 -12.28 2.79 13.6

't
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TABLE X. Literature Values of the Temperature Derivatives
of the SDC.

[66] [67] [70] [71]

/3 E \ /36 \ /3£ \1 t s) 1-  i     s 1         1_f s'7- \YTDI r  \YT.7 E    \3T  /·
S p·S p s p

Lowndes Havinga Robinson

Units 10-5/ K 10-5/°K 10-5/ K

LiF 28.2 P   37.3     1

NaF 30.0

NaCt 31.7 32.4 32.1

NaBr 33.4

KC£ 28.8 29.5 29.3

KBr 30.7 31.7 31.0

2/
-I                .



DISCUSSION

A.  The Static Dielectric Constant

It is useful to begin a discussion of the SDC by considering

polarizability concepts.  To this end, it is convenient to cal-

culate polarizabilities referred to molecular volumes. This is

-                achieved by defining:

a = N"a (Bla)m

and

m
 e = N"a (8lb)e

where N" is the number of ion pairs per fictitious sphere, and by

substituting these equations into Eqs. (19) and (21) respectively.

Realizing that:

NN"  = N' (82)

we may calculate the molecular volume polarizabilities using the.

basic data listed in Table I. The results of these calculations

are listed in Table XI.

The last four samples permit a test of additivity for both

frequency ranges:

(am)Nael + (am)KBr = 16.31

and

 'm1NaBr + (am)KCl = 16.52,

-53-
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TABLE XI. Various aspects of the polarizability of the alkali halides being investigated.

m                                             [46]  .                   [46]

a          a         Electronic      (ae)a      (a ) (a Ca-)m          e                                    e free e a a freeContribution

Units -24 3 -24 3 -24 3 -24 3 -24 3 -24  3
10   cm    10   cm             %          10   cm     10   cm      10   cm     10   cm

Li F 2.838 .919           32 .075 .075 .844 .99

NaF ·3.421 1.178           34 .334 .21 .844 .99
Ul

NaC£ 6.640 3.288           50 .334 .21 2.954 3.05
A

NaBr 8.192 4.434           54 .334 .21 4.110 4.17

KCE 8.326 4.182           50 1.228 .87 2.954 3.05
-

KBr 9.672 5.3.48           55 1.228 .87 4.110 4.17
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                           for the  low  frequencies,  and:

Cam) +    (ae) KBr   p   8.6 3 6e NaCl

and

(am)  + (a )KCl = 8.616
e NaBr

42
for high frequencies. The results tend to confirm the assertion

that the Lorentz-Lorenz equation has more applicability in de-

scribing dielectric phenomena than does the Clausius-Mossotti

equation.       It   has,   in   fact, a micros copic extension as pointed  out

in Eq. (23).  Making the identification:

(am)   =   (ae) a  +   (ai) a (83)

we calculate the electronic polarizabilities of ions in crystals

46by  fixing  (ae) a for lithium  from the tables  of  Born and Heisenberg

and the rest of the values were calculated assuming additivity.  A

unique  sequence for all but NaBr was followed, and the value

listed for that crystal is the average of the two resultant cal-

culations. The results are given in Table VI along   with   the   "free"

ion values of Born and Heisenberg.  It is seen that the values

determined by this procedure are larger for the positive ions and

" smaller  for the negative  ions  than  the  "free" ion values.     A

partial explanation of this effect can be formulated using the

mechanical repulsion of the shell model.  If the ions have diff-

erent polarizabilities, there will be different amounts of quantum

mechanical repulsion  at  the two "different" contact points.    This
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would produce an effective repulsion between the shells at the

contact point of greater overlap.     In  the  case  of the above samples,

this effect is of the right sign in that the negative ion has the

greater polarizability.

It is probably true, however, that this mechanism is only

partially responsible for the difference between the polar-

izabilities  of  free  ions  and  ions in crystals,  and  that  cal-

culations of the total effect will come from the quantum theory of

solids. Ledovskaya has made a significant advance toward this47

end obtaining results in qualitative agreement with the above

48              49
observations. Mitskevich and Heinrichs have also made relevant

contributions.

As has already been pointed out, the Clausius-Mossotti for-

mula  has no microscopic significance when applied to ionic crystals,

and, thus, it is necessary to revert to more complex models to

describe the total SDC.  The first such model worth consideration

is the simple Born model.  The predictions of this model for the

SDC based on the best data available are listed in Table I where

they are compared with the experimental results of this work.  In

most cases, the predictions are better than originally thought by

Born, however, it is obvious that this model does not adequately

describe the SDC of an ionic crystal, the predictions ranging from

4-15% lower than the experimentally observed values.

17.18
The results of Szigeti's - first modification of the

Born theory are shown in Table XII which shows the necessity for
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TABLE XII. Considerations related to the effective charge.

*        * [19] [19] [20] [28]

Ces)            e /e (e /e) Ce   ge) (e /e) (e /e)
Modified D60 D60 H&L Mit.
Born (Obs) extreme

LiF 12.914 .807 .91 .88 .872 .80

NaF 6.608 .827 .93 .86 .916 .85

NaCZ ' 8.417 .765 .91 .84 (.765) .78

NaBr 9.291 .753 .89 .82 .695                         -                              w.J

KCZ 6.196 .810 .93 .84 .849 .83

KBr 6.528 .776 .93 .84 .781           -

1
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the introduction of a proportionality factor, s.  The consequen-

tial effective charges calculated from Eq. (25) are also listed in

Table XII. These are the best values to date by virtue of the 0. 01%

experimental SDC.  The quantity e*/e, however, is limited to an

accuracy of about a percent by the 0.5% values of vt. This con-

fidence level, though, permits a rather close evaluation of the

more sophisticated models.  The next picture in the sequence pre-

sented in the "Theory" section is the exchange charge model of

19Dick and Overhauser. Values of e*/e calculated on the basis of

their model, Eq. (26), are listed in columns 4 and 5 of Table XII.

The quantity (e*/e) is calculated with the exchange charge atD60

the ion-ion contact points while (e*/e) is evaluated for the
extreme

extreme case of the exchange charge placed at the positive ion

core.  Comparison of these values to the experimental results shows

that while the magnitudes of the normal calculations are different

from the observed values, they represent the relative change in

e*/e with the variation of the cation and/or anion species rather

well.  Another observation is that while the magnitudes of

(e*/e) are closer to the observed values, they tend to
extreme

obscure the variation of e*/e with cation and·anion.  Since the

normal calculation contains a slightly greater contribution from

mechanical repulsion, it appears that this physically plausible

mechanism is at least partially responsible for the reduction. of

the effective charge from one.  The smearing effect of moving the

exchange charge to the nucleus comes as little surprise in that it
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deviates   from the physi cs   of the situation.     The   idea  of  the

addition of a neutralization charge, however, remains as an inter-

esting device for simulating the effects of the quantum mechanical

charge redistribution.

There are also some comments that can be made regarding the

jomodel of Hanlon and Lawson by virtue of the accuracy of the

present results.  The motivation for their work was the observation

that a plot of the effective charge versus the difference in the

polarizabilities of the positive and negative ions showed  that a

' functional relationship existed  for many alkali halides.    A

similar plot is made in Figure 6 based on the values of e*/e from

this work and the polarizabilities from a newly refined table.
11

It is seen there that there is no single relationship between the

points,-but, rather, internal structure is evident.   Thus,  it is
possible that the Hanlon and Lawson model could account for the

individual families of curves.  This was tested by using the exp-

erimental value of e*/e for NaCl in Eq. (27) to find a value of f.

This value. of f was then used in Eq.  (27) to predict the values of

e*/e listed in column 6 of Table XII.  It is seen there that the

predictions are not very accurate.  This is not very surprising in

that the model itself is probably incomplete containing only the

effects of mechanical repulsion.  It is also noted that the rel-

ative variation of e*/e is fairly well accounted for which is con-

sistent with the observations for the "normal" exchange charge

model.
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FIGURE 6.

'

Plot of the Szigeti Effictive Charge Versus the
Difference in Polarizability Between the Positive and
Negative Ions.  e*/e for KF Was Taken from Lowndes and
Martin42 While the Polarizabilities were Obtained
from Pirenne and Kartheuser. 10



   The other model mentioned in the "Theory" section is the
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25.26
deformation dipole model of Hardy.

' This is a phenomeno-

logical model in which the resultant induced dipoles are lumped into

the "distortion" dipole. To describe this distortion dipole, Hardy

generalized the exchange charge expression of Dick and Overhauser.

He then plotted the observed values of (1-e*/e) versus the approx-

imate expression:

2 i    2    2
10   x X(r_  -  r ) (1/p" - 2/Ro)exp(-Ro/p") (84)

which is derived from Eq. (30) making the assumptions that d=d =d-,

a constant. Hardy found that the rubidium and potassium salts

were on a straight line through the origin consistent with his

theory, and that the sodium salts were on another straight line.

He- goes on to make an argument that brings the lines into coin-

cidence.  A new plot of (1-e*/e) using the experimental values of .

42
e*/e from this work and elsewhere versus Hardy's abs cissa  is

shown in Figure 7.  Again, a family of curves is observed, none of

which appear to go through the origin.  It then appears that a

major revision of the existing treatment of the deformation dipole

model is needed.

On the basis of the internal structure revealed when e*/e is

plotted versus parameters intrinsic to ionic crystals, both those

42 .
plots seen here and elsewhere,   lt seems highly improbable that a

simple, useful, self-consistent phenomenological theory of the SDC

will be achieved. It seems necessary, then, to revert to more
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*
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/
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0

FIGURE 7. Test of the Deformation Dipole Theory of Hardy.25,26
e*/e for the Rubidium Compounds KI, and NaI are

-                   Taken from Lowndes and Martin. 42
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sophisti cated theories   of  the  SDC.     In this regard, Brown hasS6

pointed out that a complete description of dielectrics involves the

simultaneous consideration of quantum theory, statistical mechanics,
30and many-body considerations.

At the present time, useful quantitative results have been

obtained in only one of these areas, quantum mechanics.  One of the
29first workers to obtain numerical results was Yamashita. He used

a variational method, and evaluated exchange integrals to arrive at

the dielectric constant for LiF.  The results are listed in Table

XIII, and are seen to compare favorably with the observed values

considering the large number of approximations that must be made in

such a calculation.  The value quoted for his value of e*/e is the

number obtained by Levin and Offenbacher from Yamashita's data in
30

that they noted a mistake in one of his final steps.  Levin and

Offenbacher also made calculations of their own following the gen-

eral procedure of Yamashita but including new energy considerations,

and using both orthogonal and nonorthogonal wave functions. Their

results for the SDC of LiF are in about the same agreement with the

experimentally observed values as Yamashita's, but a significant
improvement in the values of e*/e is noted.  Finally, the values of

2n  calculated by Levin and Offenbacher show that orthogonalized

wave functions should be used in future quantum mechanical cal-

culations of the SDC.

28Mitskevich ·also has used quantum mechanical methods to

determine the effective charge for some alkali halides.  His results
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TABLE XIII. Quantum theoretical calculation of

Es, n2 and e /e for LiF

1-           1     2.e                           n e/eS

Yamashita 10.1 2.33 1.06

't.

Nonorthogonal wave
function 8.0 2.63 .79
Levin 6 Offenbacher

Orthogonal wave function
Levin and Offenbacher 8.1 1.59 .88

Observed 9.0357 1.926 .807

1,
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are listed in the last column of Table XII, and it is seen that the

results are in good agreement with the experimental data. ·

The results for the SDC have been discussed in the light of

room temperature experimental results for the sakes of both inter-

nal  consistency and conformity  with the literature.     Most  of  the

models should be evaluated at O'K however.  The important O'K

-               parameters have been determined using temperature extrapolations of

the SDC of this work and necessary literature data. The results

are listed in Table XIV, and the numbers merely punctuate the

conclusions drawn above.

B.  The Pressure and Temperature Derivatives of the SDC

-                      As in the treatment of the SDC itself, the starting point

for discussing the pressure and temperature derivatives of the SDC

is to consider the implications of the Clausius-Mossotti equation.

The temperature and pressure derivatives of the polarizability were

determined from Eqs. (44) and (47) respectively, and are listed in

Table XV.  In addition, the pressure derivative of the electronic

polarizability is listed, and was obtained from the high freq-
53

uency analogy to Eq. (47) where the substitutions a+ae and Es+n2

have been made.  The consequences of Eq. (47) are listed in Table

-               XVI, and it is interesting to note that the negative contribution

from the decrease in polarizability as pressure increases is about

twice as large as the positive contribution from the fact that the

number of polarizable particles per unit volume increases.  The
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TABLE XIV. O'K Basic Data and the Szigeti Effective Charge.

[42] [42]
2            1                              *

E          n          N  .           v         (e /e)     (Es)s                                               t
Born

Units 10 /cm X 10 /sec
22   3       12

Li F 8.3229 1.933 6.2260 9.534 .790 7.893

NaF 4.6812 1.751 4.0904 7.855 .815 4.570 82

NaC£ 5.3866 2.351 2.2860 5.336 .753 4.897

NaBr 5.8248 2.640 1.9260 4.377 .731 5.131

KC£ 4.4398 2.204 1.6436 4.527 .773 4.112

KBr 4.4943 2.390 1.4288 3.688 .745 4.160
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TABLE XV. Pressure and Temperature 'Derivatives   of the Polarizability.

1 (12] 1_ raae]
.21 ,2,1 13 al 1 (301 1 13 al3     lapJ T a  lap J a 1--TI a lTTJ Fl-21e      T          lap JT              p         laT J

2                            P
i

12 /cm2\
4 2, ,  2,-12 /cm I -24 /cmUnits 10 <3    10 WF-  10 97-  10-5/ K 10-7/(OK)2

Li F - 3.090 -1.082 32.20 18.59 1.66

NaF - 5.018 -1.390 84.02 24.84 2.08                   6
.J

NaCE - 8.985 -2.369 308.90 26.53 1.65

NaBr -10.507 -3.062 459.00 26.63 1.43

KCE -11.949 -2.549 577.60 27.58 1.92

KBr -13.694 -3.042 811.60 28.16 2.01
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TABLE XVI. Contributions to the First Pressure Derivatives of the Total and Electronic
Dielectric Constants.

Units /3 E \ /Ba )3    l s) 1 (aa      3   (an   1 I  ej

10-12   cm2      (Es-1) (Es+2)  \ap /T = XT + 5 \·5i;/IT    (n2-1) 012+2)
\Firjr = XT + -1.

ae 1 'P /T
 dy

Li F -1.544 1.536 - 3.090 .454 1.536 -1.082

NaF -2.852 2.166 - 5.018 .776 2.166 -1.390
0\

-                                                                                                                                                                                                   00

NaC£ -4.754 4.231 - 8.985 1.862 4.231 -2.369

NaBr -5.380 5.127 -10.507 2.065 5.127 -3.062

KCE -6.119 5.830 -11.949 3.281 5.830 -2.549

KBr -6.857 6.837 -13.694 3.795- 6.837 -3.042
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  situation is just reversed for high frequencies where the increase3

-i

due to the change in the number of ions 'per unit volume is·' about
twice as large as the decrease in polarizability.

Similar observations are made for the contributions to the

temperature derivatives which are calculated using Eq. (44) and

tabulated in Table XVII.  It is noted that the increase of polar-
izability with temperature dominates the purely particle density

effect by a factor of two: Reliable data for the change of ref-
ractive index with temperature is not available, and, thus, com-

parison with purely electronic effects will not be made.

The various first derivatives of the polarizability can be

separated further using Eqs. (46), (49), (51), and (52).  The

results are listed in Table XVIII.  The physically meaningful der-

ivatives are v(aa/av)T and (aa/3T)v and their relative contributions

to (aa/3T)  are shown in Table XVII.  The temperature independent

quantity displays a purely volume dependent effect on the polar-

izability, and it is seen that the polarizability decreases with
volume.

The volume independent derivative shows seemingly anomalous

results in that five of the six crystals show positive values for

(aa/3T)v while LiF has a negative value.  Since the volume depen-

dent effect is directly related to the same derivative of the SDC

by the relation:

3        b.  , -z     ·         (85)'
BT j  v         (Es- 1) (Es+2)     < BT   v
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TABLE XVII. Contributions to the Experimental First Temperature Derivative

of the SDC and to the quantity  1/a(Ba/BT) .

/3 E \
Units          3      I s) 1 faa\

1     /.12\           -   1    (10\          +    VYP    (la \

-5 - (Es-1) (Es+2} \BT /  " a  571 - ip  T (3Ttl   - a (aT
1

a  Cav '10  /-K /v              /T

Li F 8.24 18.59 10.35 18.59 -2.23 20.82

NaF 14.92 24.85 9.925 24.85 1.85 23.00

NaC£ 14.46 26.53 12.075 26.53 0.89 25.64                9

NaBr 13.88 26.63 12.75 26.63 0.50 26.13

KC£ 16.39 27.58 11.19 27.58 4.64 22.93

KBr 16.37 28.16 11.79 28.16 4.54 23.62



TABLE XVIII. Various Thermodynamic Derivatives of the Polarizability of Some
Alkali Halides.

1 /laj v (30) L faa i 1 /12\ v (3al     v  13 al
2  /2 \ 2  /2  \

a  (BT f a (avj a 1-21 a (apit a   (avj'v     /T    13v I      v     /P  a avy. P\   /T

2

Units 10-5/0K 10
-12 cm

CY

LiF -2.233 2.011 1.80 - .331 1.796 -10.96

NaF 1.854 2.317 3.13 .404 2.504 -12.67                   1
H

NaCE .891 2.123 3.30 .312 2.197 -2.85

NaBr .501 2.049 4.68 .201 2.088 -1.00

KC £ 4.642 2.049 3.90 2.419 2.464 1.65

KBr 4.546 2.003 4.41 2.636 2.388 .96
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the dis cussion  of this effect  will be given later.      It  is   also

seen in Table XVII that the volume dependent contribution to the

variation of polarizability with temperature is from five to fifty

times greater than the purely temperature effect.

In addition, the curvatures of the above quantities were

obtained using Eqs.  (53),  (54),  and the polarizability analogies  to

Eqs. (41),and  (43).  The results of these calculations are also

listed in Tables XV and XVIII.  As would be expected for materials

whi ch become increasingly less responsive   as the lattice constant

is decreased, the experimental second derivatives are all positive.

The second pressure derivatives increase monotonically with in-

creasing cation and/or anion radius, but the sodium series temp-

erature derivatives exhibit the opposite effect.

-Again it is noted that the implications of the Clausius-

Mossotti formulation are of a macroscopic nature.  In discussing

the SDC from an atomistic point of view, it is convenient to

treat the volume dependent and volume independent effects sep-

arately.

1.  The Volume Dependent Effect

The first order volume dependent contribution to the total

temperature variation of the SDC was calculated using Eq. (34) and

the data from Tables V and VI. The results are listed in Table

XIX.  The predictions of the simple Born model for v(BE/av)T were

calculated using Eq. (55), and the results tabulated in Table II

are seen to agree fairly well with experiment.  We know, however,
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TABLE XIX. First Order Volume Derivatives of the SDC
of Some Alkali Halides.

Caesi
/3 E \ /3< 1 /3 E    \

\3p j
V
(avs)

1-3-1 v 1-1 1
fair_7 \3v /

v            p          v        'T

1 2    1'  C ,12   \                                                                      -5Units     10 10  /'K(Hy-j

LiF -9.80 23.54 -66.02 29.91

NaF 3.88 14.44 17.80 12.64

NaCE 4.02 15.42 11.48 14.47

NaBr 3.05 16.44 7.58 15.85

KC£ 20.93 12.67 40.19 9.08

KBr 23.40 12.33 40.36 8.90
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that important effects have been omitted from this picture,  In-
cluding the long range interaction of the transverse waves with

' the  ions and using Eq.   (27), we evaluate the change of overlap
with volume.  The results are listed in Table XX along with the
maximum  poss ible error  when the quantity   X   (2y      -1) is assignedT   TO

an uncertainty of 20%.  It is seen that five of the six values are

positive, three of which are almost certainly so.  The results in-

dicate a definite trend toward positive values for (3e*/3 v)T   which
is consistent with the physics that the effective charge should

decrease as the volume decreases. This result is, however, in
33disagreement with the calculations of Barron based on the diel-

65ectric constant data of Jones.  It should be noted, however, that

Barron's work utilizes a theoretical value of y and that theTO'

results-are primarily limited by the accuracy of this quantity.

Measurements of y have been undertaken only recently with theTO
50first values appearing in 1967. The values quoted in this work

50-52are the numerical averages of all the numbers available for

a given crystal including a value for NaF obtained from longitud-

inal optical measurements on that crystal which were transformed to

YTO  using the volume derivative  of the Lyddane, Sachs, Teller16

relation:

2
E                      V
s       1                          (86)

-T  v2n
t

which is:



Ir t'

TABLE XX. Calculations Related to the Volume Variation of the Szigeti Effective Charge and
Longitudinal Optic GrZneisen Parameters.

/ *\ / *\ / *\ / *\ *\
v tae ·) v (ae 1 v (ae 1 v

(ae* 
v (ae 1 v (ae 1

* Cav / YLO 7(Tr/ 7(Tr) *\av -7(37/        * \3 v   /e     'T                                              e             e       e
obs D40 D60 Extreme phenon Hardy Mit

LiF .57 t.4 .40 +.4 .021 .067 .36 1.56 1.37

NaF .14 +.4 1.05 +.5 .032 .23 .42 1.38 1.45

NaC£ .74 +.4 .69 +.4 .079          .29 .71 2.61 2.42       r

NaBr 1.68 +.2 -.17 2.4 .096 .32 .80 2.90

KCZ - .06 t.4 1.52 t.5 .050 .37 .62 2.20 1.92

KBr .02 +.4 1.57 t.5 .066 .38 .78 2.76
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YTO - YLO
=

v  Ill  -  1
lan  (87)

2£.   av  T   h  av 5\       T

where:

v  ,vlj
YTO  =  - -1-1 (88)

vl <ev /T

is the long wavelength longitudinal optical Gruneisen parameter.

As a sidelight of this work, longitudinal optical Gruneisen

parameters were calculated using Eq. (87) and the necessary data

from this work, and are listed in Table XX.  Again, the results

are limited by the accuracy of YTO.

The quantity v/e*(3e*/3v)T can be evaluated theoretically.

The first calculation that we consider is based on the model of

19                         32
Dick ana Overhauser as  formulated by Fuchs. Purely theor-

etical predictions were made by substituting the theoretical

values for D/e and (D/e) from the paper by Dick and Over-extreme

hauser into Eq. (58) along with the Born model parameters R  and0

p" from the tables by Tosi. In addition, a phenomenological
72

calculation  was  made  on the basis of Fuchs' assertion  that:

D/e = e*/e - 1 (89)

using our values for e*/e.  The results of all three calculations

are listed in Table XX.  It is noted'that this model predicts

positive values·which is in agreement with experiment.  Also, it

appears that the order of magnitude agreement between the values
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calculated from (D/e) , (e*/e), and the observed values isextreiiie

consistent with the model predictions for e*/e. This again

-               suggests that it may be worthwhile to reevaluate the exchange

charge concepts, namely calculation of the quantity D/e.

Next, the predictions of the deformation dipole models of

25 26               28                      33
Hardy ' and Mitskevich as set down by Barron were obtained

using Eq.  (59). The input parameters were taken from the tables
72                                   28

by Tosi for Hardy's model while Mitskevich has supplied his

own. The results are also tabulated in '1'able XX. The predictions

of these models are again positive and agree f.airly well with each

other. They predict larger values than does the exchange charge

model, however, due to the uncertainty in the observed values of

(ae */3 v)7·, nothing further can be said about these predictions.
34

Finally, we mention Yamashita's quantum mechanical

of' the temperature independent volume derivative of the SDC for

Li F. Yaniashita arrives at t]ie value:

.AC \

v  i. s-1  Y  = 4.5 x 10-4/ K
ES    \ 8 v   .i,1,      P

which  is   to be compared  with our result:

/3E \
v_ <  _11  „  = 3.43 x 10-4/0%
Es idv 4 'P

The values agree fairly well considering the number of approximations

that   need   to   be   made in such a quantum me chani ca] calculation.

Listed  ill  Tab le  XXI  are the various second order derivatives
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TABLE XXI. Second Order Volume Derivatives of the SDC of Some
Alkali Halides.

/,2- \ /„2. \
/32E  \         1 0   /8.-F

1  7     ts
1 .2  1 1111             1 __5               21     -,11-2 / v 1-2- 1\dn / \3v- 1 i39  /

f 1 ,V   31'- A' \   /T

7
/ 2\

-24 (cm 1 10 /('K)-
-7    9Units     10    \Zy)

Li F (  562.1 ) -270.73 (35.16) 155.7

NaF (  667.8 )
- 91.51 (15.15) 50.0

NaCZ ( 4084.5 )
- 7.34 (39.01) 66.7

NaBr ( 8254.5 ) 16.38 (SO.93) 98.9

.Kc£ ( 8266.4 ) 36.15 (29.08) 39.8

KBr (10312.2 ) 28.09 (29.48) 44.4

I

6-
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of the SDC calculated from Eqs. (40)-(43). The second and fourth

columns are in parentheses because they were calculated omitting

the cross derivative (32(s/DPDT). This term has been shown by
66-                 Lowndes and Martin to be positive, and, thus, the values in

columns 2 and 4 of Table XXI should be slightly more positive.  It

is noted that the second order temperature independent volume deri-

.vative is positive in every case as would be expected on physical

grounds.

2.   The Volume Independent Effect

rhe   volume   independent   variation   of  the   SDC, .however,   does

not lend itself to a straightforward interpretation. 'rhis is

particularly apparent in examining the (Acs/3T)v in Table XIX or

in Table XXII where its experimental constitution via Eq. (36) is

given. It is seen that the value for LiF is negative while all of

the other crystals show positive values.  This is thought to be real.

in tliat ascribing an uncertainty of 0. 5% to the pressure derivative,

1% to the thermal expansion coefficient, and 0.5% to the tempera-

ture derivative, the maximum value obtainable for (BEsDT)v is                  I
-40 x 10-5. This result is not particularly surprising in the

70
liglit of other dielectric constant data for it has been known for

several years that
(3Es/BT)v r 0  for  cs > 10  and  (acs/37)v > 0

for  Es > 10.  This work suggests a lowering of the cut off.  A

test. of this hypothesis will be to obtain accurate values of

(3Es/DT)v     for    MgO    which  shows a value of around  9.8  for    E   .     One
S
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TABLE XXII. Thermodynamic Separation of the
Temperature Derivatives of the SDC.

Units
C a es )

/3 E \ y /36 \
5                 1 5 1 _21_5110 /OK \:37- /

(ar   b     +    XT  \ aP  4V

LiF -66.0 243.6 -309.6

NaF 17.8 143.3 -125.5

NaC£ 11.4 186.2 -147.8

NaBr 7.6 209.7 -202.1

KCE 40.1 141.8 -101.7

KBr 40.3 145.3 -105.0

1,

\
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69

worker   quotes a negative value of  (365/3T)v  for this crystal
70.73

while others ' say it is positive. As pointed out 'in the

"Theory" section, the position of the cut off will be important to

theoreticians when they are able to calculate the quantities on

the right hand side of Eq. (65).  It is also interestihg to note

34
that Yamashita's   quantum theoretical calculation of  (3<s/3T)v

for Li F:

1_ (__sj  = - 1.3 x 10-4/.K
Es \BT /v

is also negative in agreement with our value:

    -.74 x 10-4/aK  .
As pointed out in the "Theory" section, quantitative treat-

ments of positive values of (Bes/BT)v  are absent at the present

time while calculations able to predict negative values are in a

rather primitive state.  There is use for (3 es/BT)v, however, in

that it may be used to calculate the anharmonic contribution to the

lattice segment of the SDC via Eq. (73) and, thus, the applicability

of quasi-harmonic approximation in describing dielectric phemonema

may be evaluated anyway.  The results of the calculation of the

quantity  G  6re listed in Table XXIII.  It is noted that the

anharmonic contribution varies from about - 3% to +5%. This shows

that the quasi-harmonic approximation, while unable to account for

some lattice thermal effects   prob ably is capable   of des cribing   the

thermal variation of the SDC fairly well.
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TABLE XXIII.The Anharmonic Contribution
to the Lattice Dielectric
Constant.

G
G             x 100%

2
E -n
S

LiF -.201 -2.8

NaF .063 1.89

NaCE .039 1.09

NaBr .025 .66

KCL .125 4.74

KBr .122 4.85

1,

                                                          - - -     -
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Finally, it is noted in Table XXI that the second derivative

for the volume independent effect is always positive.
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CONCLUSIONS

By establishing highly accurate values for the SDC of some

widely studied alkali halides, this work has shown that existing

classical and semiclassical theories of the SDC are more inadequate

than heretofore thought.  Furthermore, it appears that to obtain

a complete microscopic understanding of the SDC of ionic crystals

on the basis of such physically understandable theories will be

extremely difficult, indeed.

Such general conclusions cannot be drawn from the pressure

and temperature derivatives due to the uncertainty inherent in the

auxiliary data. However, specific ccntributions have been made in

that for the first time positive values are predicted experimentally

for the temperature independent volume derivative of the Szigeti

effective charge, and a new cut off is predicted for negative values

of the volume independent temperature derivatives of the SDC.

The results, then, should figure prominently in future con-

siderations of the SDC of ionic crystals.

.

1
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APPENDIX II

Relations of the Temperature and Pressure Derivatives of the
Static Dielectric Constant to Experimental Observables

The fundamental equation is the expression for the capacitance,

C, of a parallel plate capacitor of area A, plate separation d, and

dielectric of  SDC, e :S

E  A
S

C    =    7-                                                                                                                                 
     (I I.1)

Differentiating, then, we obtain:

Pressure Temperature
.I .-

3E                              361          s                                                1          s
----

£5
ap   3-T

T                                 P

1 11£1     XT                      1 11(1  - IEc lapj  + 3 C laTJ      3
T                                 P

(II.2a) (II.2b)

where where

1 13Vl

X T= -    Yp = VlBTJ
T                               P

(II.3a) (II.3b)
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the isothermal compressibility, the isobaric coefficient of thermal

and, expansion, and,

,2 1 '2  ,361            1 3.6S                                             St ,:IEIT
--

Es   aT2
P

1 32(  2XT 1 facl 1  32(1 2Y
p 111£1

C   .Vj T      +     -T- C 1,51FJT E   2|     -    3  C  laTJ -3T jn
r

2

XT     1 CaXT1 . I  . 1 13¥p]+
--9-

+     3   1-BPJ T   .                                                      9              3   l   BT    p   '     .

(II.4a) (II.4b)

Finally, we obtain the equation:

'3 1
'31 ' - 1     x2           XT  3XT1

3EI
1         s 1 3 C XT azcl T aC 
 s  ap3 jT C.,Pt'T- -1   '  -C  37$ .   I  ..SPJT   '  -3  -=pj T

'        1     0     1                       3

1     3.XT| a C l XT 1 '32XT1

+   C--ai  ·I. ..5P  T           +           .27          +           3.-.6 2 T               (I I. 5)
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         APPENDIX III

Derivation of the Second Order Volumetric
Derivatives of the SDC

Using equation (36) we write the operator equation:

Ll .11 +I£21 (III.1)
3T 1'v   BT Jp   XT ap JT

Then,

'2 1

y  (ae 17

36$21   = if-1   + 1 1-1 1  fh]   + -fl--sl  6DT                 TJ P        XT   3P .1'.,         l   3Tjp       XT   lap  j.'L 
-                V

5  + 1.- 1--2 sl  - 1 ls' 1-1, :2 " 1,;,11,1::PJ

y  (Be 1  faxTl

T   x  l aPJTl 3Tj 
.P

2   2 '2
2YD 3 E    YD   3

E y  (37 1   (30 1

+ _ + ____s + --        s    + -2 1--2.1   Isl
XT 3TaP  x   , ap2'T  x  l 3PJT.l 3PJT

.

4 241 <8551 (III.2)- 1- l-apJT  liFJT
XT

The pressure derivative of the thermal expansion coefficient is not

known experimentally, but may be determined via the thermodynamic
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relation:

fay
1 =- 1-El

(III.3)
l apJT L 3TJP

The final expression is then:

' .

32Es   32<s   1  ayn   aes 
wr2                         2        +  ii   13¥Jp 1.-apl T

'v   . aT JP

2y   32Es    2YP Ca<sl FaXT1
+ -2 -

XT      epaT      -      x     l-apj.rl-a'Fjp  .

2  '2
Yp       (B X f l        (a f    1             Y          a    E

1 5 1    + -E    -
S

(III.4)

-   x.       liPJT    l=FJT        x2           2T   -aP    , T

which is equation (40).

Equation (41) is derived using equation (37) as the operator:

31   1 31
avJ T   "    -   XTv  . PJ T

(III.5)

and, applying it to itself yields:
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'2 '

' '2    . 1_ 3-3    fi__ Ca£sl -1
av                 XTv   apJ T       .XTv   l   apj.J'I- 

'T

'_ i f i "s] 'KT}27 1 - -r  -apl    -,pl
L xTV . 'T    1T

1     3Esl   favl           3 E

'2 '

- -2  -ail  1BPJT ' XF -2..1 XTv  -   JT

23€
'            1         s       _-1-   C'E,]   f 1   laxT}      1

= *2 .32, T - XT'*   aFf T 13  13PJ T -    (I II . 6)

whi ch is equation    (41) . Equation    (42) is derived  in a manner similar

to equation (40), but this time the operator equation derived from

equation (35) is:

3. 1     3 1 XT 1-1 (III.7)FFJ  = apl  + Y  arkv JT P P

and is applied to

(3£51   fa€sl   XT faEsl
1-apJ,   =     1-apjT    .   Yp L.-aTJ,

(III.8)
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Finally, equation (43) is derived analogously to equation (41) and

in this case, the operator equation is derived from equation (39)

and is:

v f.1  - -1 91
(III.9)

3 vJ P    -   YP        aTJ P

.1

- I


